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HENRY AND MUDGE
AND THE
Starry Night
Story by Cynthia Rylant
Pictures by Sucie Stevenson
Henry and Mudge and the Starry Night, by Cynthia Rylant.
Adapted from the original text, Henry and Mudge and the Starry Night, by Cynthia Rylant.

Henry's mom was a camp fire girl.

Mom set the tent.

Mom cooked food.
Dad brought guitar and a smile.

Dad did not know camping.
Adapted from the original text, Henry and Mudge and the Starry Night, by Cynthia Rylant.

Henry and Mudge loved camping.

Henry and Mudge see a raccoon.

Henry and Mudge see a deer.

Henry and Mudge shake hands.
Henry and Mudge see a bear.

Henry was scared.

Henry hugged Mudge.
Henry spilled water on Henry's foot.

No bear will get Henry and Mudge.
Henry, Mom, Dad, and Mudge had backpacks and went to hike.
Henry saw a fish jump out of the lake.

Henry saw two deer.

Henry saw waterfalls and rainbows.
Henry laughed and gave the cookie to Mudge. Mom picked a place to camp.

Mudge smelled an oatmeal cookie.
Let's sing.

Love me tender.
Henry and Mudge and the Starry Night, by Cynthia Rylant.
Henry saw many stars in the sky.

To look at stars.
All went to bed.

Henry and Mudge cuddled.

Adapted from the original text, Henry and Mudge and the Starry Night, by Cynthia Rylant.
Adapted from the original text, Henry and Mudge and the Starry Night, by Cynthia Rylant.

It was a quiet night.

Everyone slept safe and sound.
"I live in Oregon with my son, Nate, and our two dogs and one large cat. I have always loved pets. Raised in the country in West Virginia, I was surrounded by hound dogs and barn cats.

"When I grew up and found myself raising a boy and dogs, I was inspired to write the Henry and Mudge stories. I know all about cold shivers, big tests, happy cats, and wild winds. And especially big drooly lovable dogs."

—Cynthia Rylant
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The family had wonderful green dreams.